CSC AND SE SUPERVISORY COURSE ENROLLMENT FORM

Take this form to your CSC/SE supervising faculty member to receive permission to sign up for a supervisory course. Return white copy to CSC Department Office. The CSC Department Office will distribute senior project call numbers and E-permit numbers.

SUPERVISORY COURSES INCLUDE: CSC 200, 400, 491, 492, 500, 599

Student Name: __________________________________________ Email Address ___________________________

CSC Course #_______ Section ___ Units ________ Qtr___________ Major ______________________

“While grades are the prerogative of individual instructors, it is the recommended policy of the faculty of the Computer Science Department to assign a letter grade of ‘F’ if a senior project has not been completed by the end of the quarter in which CSC 492 is taken. Faculty may choose to assign a grade of ‘RP’ under extenuating circumstances. To remove the ‘F’ grade, the student must re-enroll in a section of CSC 492 in a subsequent quarter. The grade will not be changed without the student retaking the course and filing the appropriate paperwork with the registrar’s office.”

We have read and understand the above statement and I, the faculty member, agree to supervise the student in the course listed above.

_________________________________________  ___________________________________________  ____
Student Signature                              Faculty Approval Signature             Date

NOTE:ADDING AFTER CLASSES BEGIN REQUIRES BOTH A CALL # AND AN E-PERMIT #

Call #__________________________
E-PERMIT #_____________________
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